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The flonainQ c4D1leCED iiie

Students cjo to collene expecting something specinl. Their

parents share this hope. Only in America is the decal from

almost any college displayed proudly on the rear window of

the family car. 1

Celleoe is the center piece of the American dream. Parents

who can barely afford life's necessities somehow set money aside

so their children can go on to higher oducation. There remains a

deep rooted faith that this experience will somehow empower our

nation's children, encouraging them to become "more competent,
2

more, concerned, more complete human beings."

Nevertheless, postsecondary education is an institution

rocked by chance. Students of today find college markedly

different from just a few decades ago. In part, changes are due

to enrollment that has increased 400 percent in the last four
5

decades. Consider the following measures of growth.

In 1960, 25 percent of the school age population attended

collece. Today more than 40 percent of the school ace population

goes on to college.

In 1960, 1400 colleges and universities granted 400,000

undercraduate degrees. Twenty years later over 2000 institutions

granted more than 900,000 such degrees.

1

Ernest Boyer, CD.1.12.ce1 The _05/e.C.(5f.0.0.11LIe ESDefienLe in
Amgrii., Harper and Row, 1987.

Ernest floyer c.41122.1 The nr.rie ElSef;fi2DCe ID
ADs-41=is;

3

Kenneth Eble, The ia Qf eiie TIL0Liii.0.0, San Francisco,
California, Jossey-r3oss, 1983.
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There have been hune increases in the size of individual

institutions. The University of California was the notion's

largest institution in 1960 with seven campuses accomodating

54,000 students. Today the University's nine campuses extend

their services to more than 130,000 students.

As large colleges increase in size, the small college is

becoming a vanishing breed. in 1960, colleges with fewer than

1,000 students accounted for 63 percent of enrollment nationally.

Today these small colleges are responsible for less than 40

percent of national enrollment.

In the wake of expansion and change is a larger and more

bureaucratic college campus, often less aware of and able to

respond to student problems and needs. And these students are far

more diverse than in the past. The following statistics make it

clear; postsecondary education no longer serves a privileged elite.

e Over 50 percent of today's undergraduates are women.

One out of every six students is a minority group nember.

* Three out of every five students are attending collece

part time.

Two out of every five students are over twenty-five.

Kenneth flouldine has called demography "the celestial
5

mechanics of the social sciences." Harold Hodgkinson has said

4

Study Group on the Conditions of Excellence in American
Higher -ducation, 1llY;21.V.20VDI in tiQfl BeIiLLfl Lth

PQ-fgpti,-!1 Qi. AmgriL_OD Hifl.Qr EILLIL11.112.0, National Institute of
Education, 1984,

5

Kenneth (Joulding as quoted in Harold Hodgkinson, "Reform?
Higher Education? Don't !',0 Absurd!" Pni Qejt.0 11212s1.0, Vol. 68,
No. 4, December 1986, p. 273.
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6

' that "demography is destiny." By analyzino the four year cld

population of today, demographers can predict the potential

collene population of the year 2000. They say it will becore

more - not less - diverse.

1984 saw more immigrant - legal and illegal come to the

United States than at any time in our nation's history. While

the Immigrants of the first half of the century were primarily

Eruopean, today's immiorants come mainly from Asia and Latin

America.

Birthrates of today also have implications for the colleges

of tomorrow. The average white American is now 31 and moving out

of the child bearino years. In contrast, the average black

American is 25 and the average Hispanic two years younger - just

entering into the high fertility period of life. By the year

2000 it is predicted that one-third of the U.S. population will
7

be nonwhite. nile -the barrier of poverty will deny many of

today's children access to higher education tommorrow, these

demooraphic statistics still have vast implications for post-

secondary institutions.

There nave been problems of rapid expansion followed by

budoetary retrenchment; the increasing diversity of the student

population, have left higher education, in the words of Ernest

Boyer, "an institution in crisis."

6
Harold Hodgkinson, "Reform? Higher Education? Don't Be

Absurd!", p. 273.

7

Harold Hodokinson, "Reform? Higher Education? Don't ,e
Absurd!"
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For the last 20 years only 50 percent of the students who

set out to attain a bachelor's degree actually reached this goal.

From 1964 to 1982, student performance on 11 of 15 subject

areas of the Graduate Record Exam (GRE) declined. The sharpest
9

decline was in those areas requiring high verbal skills.

Studies show that employers are dissatisfied with the

level of preparation of college graduates. iiany corporations

provide remedial instruction for the college graduates they
10

employ.

Twenty percent of 1935 college graduates went on to jobs
11

that did not require any college education at all.

According to the Governors' 1991 Report on Education

"Today's graduates are not as veil educated as students of past

decades. Gaps between ideal academic standards and actual student

learning are widening. Evidence of program decline, and devalua-

tion, particularly in the humanities, is becoming increasingly
12

prevalent."

8

Study Group on the Conditions of American Higher
Education, Involygment in Le.drni_ni Replizin the PoIenIisli ot

.82efiC.013

9
-t Clifford cfelmern, "The Standardized Test Scores of College
Graduates 1964-19g2," prepared for the Study Group on the Condition
of Excellence in American Higher Education. Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department of Education, National Institute of Education, 1984.

10

Seymour Lusterman, "Education In Industry" Report No. 719.
t!ew York: The Conference Eoard, 977.

11

Harold Hodckinson, "Reform? Higher Education? Don't Be Absurd!"
12

Governor Lamar Alexander, Chairman, The Governors' 1991
Report on Education, TimQ igr 0,e.smli.5, Washington, D.C.: National
Governors' Association, 1cC5, p. 155.



Although a number of factors have shaped the current college

crises, a central theme has been insufficient emphasis on colleee

teaching. More attention has been paid to research and

publication than to the quality of life behind the classroom

door. Current concern about the quality of college graduates is

in part concern about the quality of college teaching.

Tbe Lolvg gl Iglubimp

The last decade has seen one postsecondary reform report

after arother calling for higher priority on quality teaching.

Based on thousands of hours of site visits, national surveys and

iiterature reviews, CQ1le.02 The Linsi2Irle E2s.i2grigne in

America states

"rembers of the faculty determine the quality of the

undergraduate experience. And the investment in teaching is

the key ingredient in the building of a successful institu-

tion ... At every research university, teaching should be

valued as highly as research and good teaching should be an

equally important criterion for tenure and promotion. At

liberal arts and comprehensive colleges, top priority should
13

be assigned to teaching."

In Time fer Re.sillts, The Governors 1991 Report on Education, the

College Quality Task Force also stressed the importance of hold-
14

ing undergraduate instruction "in special trust." The NIE Report

inyeLyegent in Le.arping highlighted teaching, particularly inter-

active teaching, as a top priority in the postsecondary experience.

13

Ernest 30Yer, CDIfl:Zei Th.c Qntrt. IL;2Q.CiLLOS. iD
Agrjc_Q.
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The effectiveness of any educational policy or practice is

directly related to the capacity of that policy or practice

to increase student involvement in learning ... Traditional

classroom practices in higher education favor the assertive

student. Bet our analysis indicates that instructors should
1 5

give greater attention to the passive or reticent student.

The report's bottom line: interaction with faculty is the key

factor responsible for student learning and satisfaction with

college.

ES1.11.c.eiDD LIDI .5.22Li_01S;T

In medieval times, dedicated students traveled long distances

to listen to distinguished scholars lecture and read from the

book. It was indeed the book - the only book because the print-

ing press had not yet been invented. Although today's learning

material is mass produced Ihrouoh a mind boggling array of print

and media technolooy, university teaching holds to its historic

roots: the lecture mode prevails.

While there is much to be said for lecture as one important

mode of teachinn, its widespread prevalence as Ihg instructional

tachnique of the colt-ege classroom raises questions- questions

the reform reports have been asking. But it is not only the

reform reports that are callino for more active student involve-

15
Study Group on the Conditions of American Higher

Education, inYDIYgMg2i ID Li:sICILLI3421 Blizing ihe EQignALoi D_
L.t2Vri1) 11-1-011gL E.d_ULLI_LQD, P. 19.

14

Quoted in John Ashcroft, "Does a Degree Tell Us What
the Student Has Learned?" rbi s11212.0.9, Vol. 63, No. 4,
November, 1986, p, 226.



ment in learninc. Many faculty also resist such prevalence of

the lecture and call for more intellectual exchange with students

in their classrooms.

ibout five years ago, after moderate success as a

university teacher of biochemistry and genetics, I made a

discovery that has affected my teaching every since.

realized that when I lectured I was the one who learned

most. I was the one whose thinking rAills were enhanced and

whose creativity was stimulated. I played the active learn-
16

ing role; the student' role was pa::sive...

"Like most university professors, I was a university

student for many years. Most of my classes were concluded a

few minutes before the bell - just in time for the professor

to ask, "Are there any questions?" This was the "discussion"

part of what was termed the lecture - discussion mode. To

me those few minutes were often the most invigorating part

of the class. Years later when I made the transition from

student to professor, I considered a technique that would

expand those fast few minutes to the entire class period but

would not dilute the content or diminish the intellectual
17

challenge...

16
Edward Glassman, "The Teaching as Leader" in Ken Eble,

Editor, New Diretiens ler TeDgnino LDS! LeLrning, 1980, No. I San
Franscisco, Jossey Doss, p. 31.

17

Mary Lynn Crow, "Teaching as an Interactive Process, in

Ken Eble, Editor, I.J.cm Tg .zsbins; .onsl p. 41.
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This lecturer is undoubtedly one of the best that one is

likely to hear on a university campus. Nevertheless, there was

little evidence that he understood that teaching should result in

an interplay of mind on mind; that a class hour should be for the

student an active hour; that the instructor should contribute

something - the fruit of his scholarship and experience - which

the students cannot obtain for themselves by their own reading.

Paul Klepper, "The Professional Preparation of the
College Teacher" Jelirpai ei 32.02E121 Esjec.ailen April 1949 3,
pp. 228-244. (Eble, p. 7).

1986

The typical teachino strategy is normally the lecture, which

demands no active response or participation from the learner.

The authors of inyolvemeDi in Le.ar.olag (noted) the passivity of

students in the classrooms of higher education.

Harold Hodgkinson, "Reform? Higher Education? Don't Be
Absurd!" Phi Delia Sal:1;24in, December 1986,

Students also resent their invisibility in an instructional

system in which the instructor lectures and they listen. In such

a system they have little opportunity for genuine intellectual

exchange. Sometimes they do not get to know the professor at

all. In 1980, 40 percent of 5,000 students surveyed claimed that

not a single professor had taken an interest in their personal



academic life. Forty-two percent said they were treated like
18

numbers in a book.

An interactive classroom is one that involves all members of

the classroom - professor and students (more than just two or

three) in intellectual dialogue. Research on interactive teach-

ing suggests that it has many positive outcomes and should be

19
more widely used. In an interactive classroom, students

Become active rather than passive participants in

learning;

Develop problem solving and critical thinking skills;

Reality test their ideas with their peers;

Develop positive attitudes toward learning and higher

self esteem;

According to some studies, achieve more.

Professors who move from lecture dominated to interactive

classrooms

Assess student academic performance more effectively;

Learn more about their students as individuals;

Sometimes are frustrated because they don't "cover" as

Mich material;

13
Robert Jacobson, "Most Students Are Satisfied With Their

Education, "Survey lndiates, But Frustrations are Widespread,"
fpr Hiafivr EsLuzL±Isn, Feb. 5, 1986, p. I.

19
Mary Lynn Crow, "Teaching as an Interactive Process. See

also, Study Group on the Conditions of American Higher Education,"
1LOYDIY.e02_0± lB JB1.D4 LiLLo. .Th EPIant.UI Di Amgric.on
Llicbgr EsilICIIIIgn." See also, Ned Flanders, .8.0.01Y210.4 Iecflinc
Behaviofs: Reading: Mass.: Addison Wesley, 1970.
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Often find teaching more stimulating when it is a two way

street.

In short students actively involved in intellectual exchange

with faculty learn more, enjoy learning more, and have more self

confidence about themselves as learners.

Iii Etsikgpgis.al L.xLiv

Most professors are genuinely committed to good teaching;

but they have reservations. Some say that teaching is an art,

you have it or you don't. Others claim that researchers don't

have a reliable handle on what "good teaching" is anyway. Today

research is focusing on those teaching behaviors that result in

student achievement. There is now information on effective

teaching skills, especially as these apply to interactive

classrooms. Studies show that with information, resources, and

training postsecondary instructors can improve markedly the

quality of their teaching and the achievement of their students.

One of the most useful concepts for increasing the quaiity

and effectiveness of classroom interaction is what Columbia

iliiiversity researcher Arno Bellack has called the pedagogical

cycle. After tape recording thousands of hours of classroom dia-

logue, Bellack identified four instructional moves that teachers
20

and students make in an interactive classroom.

20
Arno Bellack, The Language of the Classroom. New York:

Teachers College Press, Columbia University, 1966.
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Stage 1: Instructor Provides Structure (Introduces, gives
directions, establishes framework, sets forth a base of

information)

Stage 2: Instructor Solicits (Questions)

Stage 3: Student Responds (Answer..)

Stage 4: Instructor Reacts (Evaluates or comments on student
response)

Structure is the introductcry segment of the class; it is

the time w.hen the instructor organizes the lesson, and sets forth

key information. Following this introductory segment, the

teacher asks a questior. Next the student answers. Finally the

teacher reacts. After the instructor reacts, the pedagogical

cycle begins again, typically with rove 2 (question) or sometimes

with l:ove I (structure). These moves are episode!, occuring over

and over throughout the length of an interactive lesson. The

following dialogue from a freshman history class, shows this

pedagogical cycle In action.

fellOgDZiLD1 Q.miv DILOLVE I

STRUCTURE

(Instructor)

Yesterday we reviewed the causes of

the American Revolution: Economic,

political, psychological and social

factors all played a role.

Santayana wrote that if we do not

learn from history, we will be condemned

to repeat it.

Learned or condemned, which are we?

Are we moving forward, learning from our

I i



mistakes? Are we doing a side-step,

repeating them over and over? One of the

things I find most exciting about history

is its relevance to contemporary times.

(Silence)

Today we shall focus on two events

and examine Santajanals premise. Here is

the objective of today's lesson.

(Instructor writes on board)

QUESTION

(Instructor)

To compare and contrast the American

Revolution with the Vietnam War.

Who can identify a similarity between

the Vietnam conflict and the American

Revolution? Sam?

RESPOND Both groups wanted to be independent

(Student) from a colonial power.

REACT Excellent point - two centuries had

(Instructor) not eliminated the presence of colonialism.

QUESTION

(Instructor)

Who can build on that?

RESPONSE The Vietnamese and the Americans took

(Student) on a much more powerful foe. And won.

REACT That's true, but we could use more

(Instructor) focus on that point.

1 2

;



QUESTION How would you describe the economics

(Instructor) of the nation's involved?

RESPONSE

(Student)

REACTION

(Instructor)

Well, the colonies and the Vietnam,se

were both agricultural societies. The

British and twentieth century Americans

were wealthier, and had more diverse

economtes.

In both cases the weaker, poorer

agrarian societies fought economically

stronger adversaries. The people of the

land waged war on world leaders - and won.

QUESTION Why?

(Instructor)

RESPONSE

(Student)

REACTION

(Instructor)

RESPONSE

(Student)

I think part of it was distance. The

stronger and wealthier countries had to

fight over a great distance.

A criticai factor.

Also the tactics were important.

Both the colonists and the Vietnamese used

guerilla tactics. They were able to

defeat more powerful conventional armies.

13
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REACTION

(Instructor)

SUBSTRUCTURE

(instruCtor)

QUESTION

Tactics were crucial. If you can't

win military battles, you can't win the

war. Good point.

There were a number of similarities

between the American revolutionaries and

the Vietnamese fighting us. Both grew

from an agricultural society and using

unconventional tactics defeated a much

stronger adversary. Distance played a

role in both cases, and there were other

similarities as well. The American

revolutionaries were blel.sed with talented

leaders: Jefferson, Franklin, Adams,

Washington. And the Vietnamese were led

by Giap and Ho Chi Minh, who incidentally

some people refer to as the "George

Washington of Vietnam".

But there were differences as well.

Critical differences.

What were some of the differences in

these two conflicts?

Often the difference between effective and ineffcctive

Instruction is determined by how well each of the stages of the

pedagogical cycle are implemented. Is the structure organized

and motivating? Are questions phrased effectively? Are they

addressed to specific students or do volunteers answer most

14
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teacher queries? Do females and minority group members receive

fewer questions than others? How long does the teacher wait for

a student to answer a question? What kind of feedback is given

to student responses? Research Indicates that student achieve-

ment is related to the clarity, precision, distribution and

effectiveness of each stage of the pedagogical cycle. The next

sections show how effective use of each stage in the pedagogical

cycle can improve teaching and student achievement.

5I.Dat 5tumillrv

CHART 1

THE PEDAGOGICAL CYCLE: STRUCTURE

5TWUCTUREI

QUESTION

RESPOND

REACT

Most college instructors can describe classes that in their

words:

"never clicked"

-t "just didn't-bet off the ground"

"were boring"

"seemed to leave the students in confusion."

The problem may have been at the first stage of the pedagogical

cycle. Structure is key to establishing a positive tone, high

motivation, and a clear and coherent base of information. It

requires more than announcing a topic or even relating an Inter-

esting and pertinent anecdote. When it Is done well, structure

15



provides students with framework for learning, offering both

background and direction for the lesson. An effective structure

can be both facilitating (11012104) the students to master the

lesson) as well as motivating (encouraging the students to yald

to learn).

The length of this initial structure may vary greatly - from

a few minutes to perhaps twenty or thirty. (However, when

structure continues for most of the class period, it no longer

serves to establish an interactive discussion; it has become a

lecture). When the structure stage is done well, it usually
21

contains several critical components. These are described below

and are keyed to the sample classroom dialogue on pages xx.

* LQti1iQ.o While rising tuition costs may provide ample

motivation fcr some, not all students enrolled in a specific

course are eagerly awaiting each day's instruction. An intriguing

question, an anecdote, a joke, or eye catching instructional

materials will help pull students into the lesson. By motfvating

the students at the start of the lesson, attention, involvement

and learning are enhanced.

The instructor's personal enthusiasm for the subject he or

sh'b teaches can.servd-to motivate students. One of the loudest

and clearest messages that students hear is: "I like the subject

I teach." "History continues to fascinate me." "I enjoy the

period of literc,ture we're studying." A teacher's personal

21
Robert Stavin, ElLigA±10121 P5YLI3DIDQ/. Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey: Prentice Hail, 1986. See also Dave Berliner, "The
Half-Full Glass: A Review of Research on Teaching." In Philip
Hosford (Ed.), U5.1119 1bt !e nigni ADDII Te4Chinc. Alexandria,
Virginia: Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, 1984.

16



enthusiasm for a subject can have a halo effect, including both

the subject studied and the students themselves. Conversiy, a

professor who shows little interest In the content is unlikely to

involve students in learning.

01111Kflygs - The objective of the lesson represents the

lesson's purpose, i.e. the information, skills or concepts that

students are to acquire as a result of instruction. Are they to

learn the impact of the Vietnam conflict on U.S. foreign policy?

How to write a short story? How to undertake tests for statis-

tical significance? Regardless of subject, a clearly stated

purpose (or purposes) increases instructional efficiency. Some

studies even show achievement increases if the objectives are

shared with the students. This can be done by stating the

lesson's objectives during the initial structure, writing them on

the board or overhead projector before the lesson begins, or

including the objectives on course syllabi and related handouts.

Sharing objectives of the lesson provides the class with a

sense of direction and a clearly focused goal. It also moves

responsibility for mastering content from the teacher to the

student. Objectives increase instructional accountability and

din even assistthe reacher in clarifying his or her thoughts

about the purpose of and approach to the lesson.

Clarity Most professors, immersed In their fields of

interest, can remember making overly optimistic assumptions about

student knowledge. To avoid confusion (which Is sometimes not

fully discovered until midsemester exams) students should not be

innundated with a complexity of data and rushed through new

information. Rather, they should be introduced gradually to key

17
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concepts and generalizations. Several examples should be provided

to illustrate the main ideas. Information needs to be repeated.

Studies show that clarity In structure (as in written information)

establishes a common foundation of knowledge and is directly
22

related to student achievement.

Ergyistipa iranIIIIDD5 Related to the broader concept of

clarity is the skill of providing transitions. Transitions serve

to tie new Information to prior learning and one aspect of a

lesson to the next. Transitions are the connective tissue that

help students keep focused and on target.

While academic structuring usually occurs at the beginning of

a lesson, there may be other times when additional structuring is

called for. These substructures are likely to occur when new

topics are introduced and transitions are needed. Substructures

usually Initiate new pedagogical cycles, connect previously

learned topics to new information and are crucial in keeping the

lesson on track.

A closer look at the structure stage of the hiF.tory class

dialogue makes the components of structure apparent.

EASID.C.O.giL.01 LILig 0.1319.g.U.0

STRUCTURE

(Instructor)

Transition to prior Yesterday we reviewed the causes of

learning the American Revolution: Economic,

political, psychological and social

factors all played a role.
22
Donald Cruickshank, "Applying Research on Teacher

Clarity," /gULD.01 Di Ig&ctivr EsimLDIIDD, 3.6, 1985, pp. 44-48.

18



Motivating

Questions

Motivation:

Instructor
Enthusiasm

Santayana wrote that if we do not

learn from history, we will be condemned

to repeat it.

Learned or condemned, which are we?

Are we moving forward, learning from our

mistakes? Are we doing a side-step,

repeating them over and over. One of the

things I find most exciting about history

is its relevance to contemporary times.

(Silence)

Today we shall focus on two events

and examine Santayana's premise.

(Instructor writes on board)

Objective To compare and contrast the American

Revolution with the Viet-Nam War.

SUBSTRUCTURE There were a number of similarities

(Instructor) between the American revolutionaries and

the Vietnamese fighting us. Both grew
-t

Clarity: summarizing from an agricultural society and using

and repeating unconventional tactics defeated a much

information stronger adversary. Distance played a

role in both cases, and there were other

Clarity: use of similarities as well. The American

examples revolutionaries were blessed with talented

leaders: Jefferson, Franklin, Adams,

1 9



Transition to

another aspect of

the lesson

Washington. And the Vietnamese were led

by Giap and Ho Chi Minh, who incidentally

some people refer to as the "George

Washington of Viet-Nam".

But there were differences as well.

Critical differences.

QUESTION What were some of the differences in

these two conflicts?

The brief dialogue above contains many aspects of effective

structure: setting objectives, providing transitions, use of

summaries and examples, motivating questions, and teacher

enthusiasm. This structure lays the groundwork for the next move

in the pedagogical cycle.

5.1.8DE Ili D1JE5I101

THE PEDAGOGICAL CYCLE

STRUCTURE

QUESTION
-t

RESPOND

REACT

0.110

To question well is to teach well. In the skillful use of
the question more than anything else lies the fine art of
teaching; for In it we have the guide to clear and vivid
ideas, and the quick spur to imagination, the stimulus to
thought, the incentive to action. 23

23
John Dewey, HDY IhInh, rev. ed. Boston, Mass:D.C.

Heath, 1933, p. 266.

20



Decades of classroom research confirm John Dewey's insight.

The competent use of questioning is positively associated %,:ith

student achievement and favorable attitude towards learning.

Such studies provide a compelling rationale for emphasizing not

only lecture but also interaction in postsecondary classrooms.

Questions are the key to interaction and intellectual exchange

between professor and student. However, skillful questioning is

easier said than done as can be seen from the following excerpt

of classroom dialogue.

QUESTION:

(Instructor)

CLASSROOM DIALOGUE 11

Although multiple reasons have been ascribed

to U.S. involvement in the Southeast Asian

conflict during the 1960s and 1970s, what

was the popular perception of the reason,

according to your text?

RESPONSE Most Americans believed that we were trying

(Kevin calling out) to stop the spread of communism

REACTION OK

(Instructor)

QUESTION

(Instructor)

According to the author of your text, why

was Vietnam perceived to be so critical in

the struggle against communism?

RESPONSE Well, most Americans believed that If we

(John raising didn't stop communism in Vietnam, it would

hand) eventually spread to other countries.

21
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REACTION

(instructor)

Yes

QUESTION What was the name given to that view?

(instructor)

RESPONSE The domino theory.

(Myra raising hand)

REACTION OK

(Instructor)

QUESTION

(Instructor)

Although to one degree or another

Presidents from Eisenhower to Nixon were

involved in this conflict, which President

is most closely associated with Vietnam?

RESPONSE Johnson

(Kevin raising hand)

REACTION Fine

(Instructor)

QUESTION

(Instructor)

And on the other side of the ledger, who was

the Vietnamese who led his country for

decades fighting both the French and the

Americans?

RESPONSE Nu Chi Minh

(David raising hand)

22



REACTION

(Instructor)

All richt.

QUESTION How does your textbook explain why the

(Instructor) Vietnamese won? Al?

RESPONSE I don't know.

(Al)

REACTION

QUESTION

(Insiructor)

Hmm.

Ben?

RESPONSE The war was unpopular in America?

(Ben raising hand)

REACTION Uh-huh

(Instructor)

QUESTION Some say the style of fighting the Viet-cong

(Instructor) used contributed to their victory. What was

this called?

RESPONSE

(Alice raising hand

REACTION

(Instructor)

QUESTION

(Instructor)

Guerilla tactics.

Fine.

After the Americans ended their involvement,

what happened? Did the domino theory prove

to be valid?

23



RESPONSE Partially. Cambodia and Laos felt under

(Kevin calling Vietnamese influence and control. But not

out) Thailand or the other countries in the

region.

REACTION Uh-huh

(Instructor)

Laygl Di PulasIIDIL5

This scenario represents an interactive classroom with the

professor asking questions rather than giving a lecture. However

the student role In this intellectual exchange is genera.'y

limited to two or three word responses. This is a result of the

Instructor's questioning strategy.

One of the first steps to more effective classroom inter-

action is an understanding of the different levels of questions.

Classroom questions are often broadly categorized as follows.

lame.c=prsIgL gme.5i1.015: Lower-order questions can be

answered only through memory and recall. Example: "Who is

Secretary of State?" represents a lower order question; it

depends on memory for a response.

digheL=QEsjer gyestion.s: Going beyond simple recall,

higher-order questions demand higher-order thought processes,

such as analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Example: "Based

on the three plays we have read, what generalizations can you

make about Shakespeare's portrayal of women?" To answer this

question students must do more than rely on memory. They

will need to analyze the plays and develop a generalization

based on evidence.

24



Research conducted from the beginning of the century to the

present day indicates that the vast majority of classroom
24

questions are lower-order. While lower-order questions are

useful in establishing a foundati n of information, the heavy

dependency on such a basic level of discussion does not promote

higher order thought processes and student achievement. In the

sample dialogue above, most of the questions would be categorized

as lower-order.

There are several more complex categorizations of classroom

questions. Based on the work of Benjamin Bloom and others, the

most widely used is called 1112 DIZILEWDY DI EAsigAIisaill Q1242LIIY11.5:

Csmol±lye pgagIn. There are six levels of questiJning in the
25

IAZDZinDx, ranging from lower order to higher order.

Effective instruction suggests that instructors be aware of these

different levels, and use all of them in the classroom inter-

action. The following chart summarizes Z1110015 Ismashu.

LOEB ODEB DMESI1215

KUNLEDLE: Recall or recognize information, using memory or

senses to answer questioP5

5A01212: What is the meanir.g of "oxy ,ron?"

Nuttlify lhv first five presidents.

What color is the solution now?

24
Myra Sadker and David Sadker, "Questioning Skills," in

James Cooper (Ed.), Q.LOCDDID Igz;fling 5E11.1.1 Li.onsibs2Q1s.
Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath, 1986.

25
Benjamin Bloom, (Ed.) IsupDpay gf ELJML.12±1DD.121 OtjeL±iYg.5.&

H1511L11212Dis 11 QQapiiiyD Oginip. Mew York: David McKay, 1956.
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COEBEHENSIDN: Although still at a lower level, comprehension

requires the student not only to recall information, but rephrase

the information in his or her own words. The student needs to

mentally organize the memorized knowledge for rephrasing, a step

up from simple recall at the knowledge level.

1Winag: Summarize what your text says about the theme of Iha amai

GaIsh.y.

BlatiEB QUEB 21/ESIIQNS

bEELjDbIlal: At this level, students must use a rule, definition,

classification, set of instructions or the like to answer a question.

Previously learned information is used to solve a problem in a

new situation.

SAmple: Solve the quadratic equation.

Use Theory Y to solve the following management problem.

Identify the metaphors and similes in the following sonnet.

How would you classfy this plant?

MILLIS15: Students are required to identify causes, reasons or

motives; to analyze information to reach a conclusion; to find

evidence to support a position.

.aample: Why did King Lear misjudge his daughter?

Given the results of these five experiments, what

generalizations can you make about how environmental

contingencies shape behavior.

Support or refute the premise: FOR was the greatest

president of the twentieth century

UNILLE.512: This level consists of creative thinking and asks

students to develop orle:nal communications, make predictions, or
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solve problems for which there aro a number of acceptable responses.

5.00ele: Vrite 3 short story on this issue.

1!hat would the U.S. be like if the South had won the

Civil War?

How can we raise funds for this cause?

Uhat does this poem mean to you?

EI6LA8I10: Asks for a judgement, based on established criteria,

on the worth of an idea, aesthetic work, solution to a problem,

or the like.

5i410.121,c: l'ho is the most effective world leader and why?

Select the best response to the problem oJ world hungert.

and provide a rationale for your choice.

Explain which of these three playwrights makes the most

effective use cf symbol and imagery.

The TAssngay offer a useful system for cateorizing and

conceptualizing levels of questions. As a taxonomy, each hi::her

level or category subsumes the lower ones. Comprehension

requires that the knowledge level be e.astered. Likewise, syn-

thesis requires that all the previous levels - knowledge, co.:!pre-

hension, application, and analysis - be attained. Evaluation

subsumes all the categories and although some of us "jump io

conclusions", a rigorous and appropriate evaluation should be

preceded by all the levels of the taxonomy.

Applying Bloom's Tespeein to Classroom Dialogue 11 on page

xx, it is apparent that most of the questio)s would be categorized

either as knowledge or comprehension. If the instructor had used

applicatiln, analysis, synthesis and evaluation questions, students

would have responded with more thoughtful and complex comments;

27
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thc discussion would have been more stimulating, closer to the

questioning style that, student says, characterized Vark Van

noren's teaching.

Mark would come into 'lc room, and, without any fuss,

would start talking about whatever was to be talked about.

rost of the time he asked questions. Mis questions were

very good, and if you *tried to answer them intelligently,

you found yourself saying excellent thinos that you did not

know you knew, and that you had not, in fact, known before.

He had "educed" them from you by his questio.ns. His clasles

were literally "education" - they brought thinos out of you,
26

they made your mind produce its own explicit ideas . .

Obviously, it would neither be wise nor appropriate for every

class hour to include eve-y level of the Tazonamy. Sometimes the

instructor's goal might be to establish a foundation of knowledge

and then lower order questions are best. Mowever, more frequent

use of higher order questions would educe good ideas from students,

100c tc, *Jetter education, and a nlor c? dynamic intellectual exchane

between faculty and students.

tag' L. 1.01Qi.YR in ih2 InIglIDLIvLI EX.C12.0,0g1

The typical college classroom does not consist of a single

class, but of three classes. First there is the very small

"class" of one, two or three students who receive about 25 per-

cent of the instructor's time. These are the students who are

26
Thomas Merton, ThD SgY.Q.0 5iQL.Y HDiatlin. New York:

Doubleday, 1948, p. 139.
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most likely to volunteer or call out answers or to raise ques-

tions or issues themselves; they are rewarded with a dispro-

portionally high share of the instructor's questions and

attention. They comprise a class of salient or "star" students.

The majority of students comprise a second "class", a group who

nicht be termed "nominal" students, typically receiving one

question per class. The final 9roup is by far the largest in the

college classroom: silent students who do not interact with the
27

instructor at all. Representing about half of the class, this

lar(:e group of students aro spectators to the educational process.

Research studies Indicate that students who participate
a.

actively in the intellectual exchange are more likely to achieve

academically and to have more positive attitudes toward educa-

tion. 'Iith the majority of students interaction-poor, colleges

3re actually more inequitable in the distribution of instructor

attention than either elementary or secondary schools.

When race and sex are considered in analyzing who receives

teacher attention and questions, some intriguine patterns emerge.

The student most likely to be involved in an intellectual exchange

with the instructor is a white male. hite males receive more

questions than any other group in the classroom. Second in line

r:esearch shows that this characterization of-..three-tiered

classroom with many students uninvolved in the intellectual exchange
applies when instructors try to be inte.active. .'hen lecture is

the dominant mode, all students have a passive classroom role.
?7
David Sadker and nyra Sadker, PEpagi1n4 E1l2LIInagl in

c1.Q.5.5.CQQ0 1.011'Lligilin. Final Report, Mo. 400-n-c033. Washington,
D.C., National institute of Education, 1984. Joan Long, David
Sadker, and Myra Sadker, "The Effects of Teacher Sex Equity and
Effectiveness Training on Classroom Interaction at the University
Level," Paper Presented at the American Educational Research
r.ssociatien, San Francisco, California, April 1986.
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for instructor time and attention are minority males. The third

group is white females, while the least interactive group of
21;

students are minority females. That rank order may sound fami-

liar because it also represents the pay scale. In the workplace,

a major part of value and recognition is represented by the site

of the pay check, with white males receiving the most money, and

minority females the least. In the classroom, the currency is

teacher attention and questions, and the same pattern prevails.

WHO IS rosT LIKELY TO CE INVOLVED IN THE INTELLECTUAL EXCHANGE

White mates

Ninority males

White females

Minority females

Most

Least

aem

College instructors rarely notice inequitable patterns of

clessroom participation. The student who is first tc volunteer

is often first to De called on, a variation of "the squeaky wheel

gets the educational oil." AS a t-sult, about half of the collece

student e. are not at all involved in classroom participation, and

most of tho remaining students are only nominally involved.

An interestino portrait could be constructed if tuition were

charged on a user's basis instead of single, across-the-board

Hyra Sadker and David Sadker, "Sexism in the Schoolroom of

the 80s," P.5.i1Qi01.1.Y Ilarch, 1985, pp 54-57. See Also Joan

Lone, David Sadker, and Myra Sadker, "The Effects of Teacher Sex

Equity and Effectiveness Training on Classroom Interaction at the
University Level," Paper Presented at the American Educational
Research Association, San Francisco, California, April 1986.
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fee. ONfter all, utilities and water are metered, so why not

education?) For those few students who dominate classroom dis-

cussion and capture 25 percent of the teacher's attention, two,

three (or more) times the standard tuition cost would be charged.

For about half the class, the silent, non-participatinf: students,

tuition rebates would be provided since they ,:re consuming so

little r e instructor's time. This somewhat bizarre financing

syster have at least one positive side benefit: it would

unders. for instructors the value and importance of their time

and attention.

Professors can eliminate inequities in their,questionino
%.

patterns. In one study supported by the Fund for the improvement

of Postsecondary Educaticn (FIPSE) a control sample of professors

interacted more frequently with male students. in contrast, a

sample of college professors who had received training, practice

and feedback were able to achieve equity in the distribution of
29

their questions.

LLL. REHME

Pedagocjcal Cycle: Respond

STRUCTURE

OUESTION

RESPOND I

REACT

29
Joan Long, David Sadker, and Myra Sadker, "The Effects of

Teacher Sex Equity and Effectiveness Training on Classroom Interac-
tion at the University Level," Paper Presented at the American Edu-
cational Research Association, San Francisco, California, April 1986.
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Thc first two stages of the pedagogical cycle, if executed

well, can increase student responsiveness. An effective struct-

ure that motivates and prepares students to learn increases the

likelihood of student response. If questions are clearly phrased,

reflecting both higher and lower-order levels of the Tez.o.uay, and

are distributed to many students rather than just a few, student

participation will increase. The third move of the pedac:ogical

cycle, responding, belongs to students; but there arc strategies

instructors can use to Improve the quality of student answers,

Driven by content that must be "covered", professors some-

times push forward too rapidly. They succesg-fully reach their /-

goal only to discover too tate that the majority of the class was

left behind. if professors can intentionally pause at two key

times in classroom discussion, they can improve not only the

amount of student participation, but the eualily of response as

welt. In classroom interaction research, these two points of

slowing down are termed "wait time," and they can be powerful in

30

imerovine the quality of classroom discussion.

flesearch shows that after askinc a question, taach,.:rs wait

less than a second for a student response (wait time 1). If a

response does not emerge in that split second of cilence, the

teacher rephrases the question, asks another student to answer

the question, or answers the question for the student. lf

instructors can learn to increase their wait time from less than

a second to three to five seconds, the quality and quantity of

30
rary Budd Rowe, "Uait-Time: Slowing Down ray 3e a Uay of

Speeding UP!" IsLurnsll Qi Iczchgc 37, 19C6, PP- 43-50-
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.student response increases. laiting after a question is asked

will result not only in more students volunteering, but in more

accurate and thoughtful responses as yell. In fact, the lack of

wait time during class interaction is a clue to another problem:

the predominance of lower-order questions. Higher order questions

require thinking time. Wait time of less than a second under-

scores the low level of the typical classroom question.

Thore is another point in the lesson when increased wait

time can lead to positive results. After the student responds,

teachers usually begin their comments or next question before a

second of silence has elapsed (wait time 2)..- Som'etimes they eskn

interrupt the student. Researcher, Mary Budd Rowe, has deter-

mined that this second wait time is as important as the first.

Again, increasing this period of silence from one to three to

five seconds results in dramatic improvements in the quality of

student involvement. Increased wait time results in the follow-
31

ing changes.

ftolygRs ill 5±1Ldeni: Dgb43:12r

1. ior e, student voluntarily participate in discussion.

2. Student achievement Increases on written tests that measure

more complex levels of thinking.

3. Students aro -aore likely to support their statements with

evidence.

4. The length of student response increases dramatically.

31
Mary Budd Rowe, "Wait Time: Slowing Down May Be a Way of

Speeding Up."
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5. Speculative thinking increases.

6. There are more student questions and fewer failures to

respond.

Chsinos in IgiNh2r fl]11oxigr

1. Teacher comments are less disjointed and more fluent.

Classroom discussion becomes more logical, thoughtful and

coherent.

2. Teachers ask more higher-order questions. There is a more

coenitively sophisticated pattern of teacher questions and

student answers.

3. Teachers begin to hold higher expectations for all students.

Wait time is a vote of confidence in a student's ability;

when instructors expect success they are willing to wait for it.

Research shows that teachers give mere wait time to students for

whom they hold higher expectations. A high achieving student is

more likely to net time to think than a low achievinc student.

High expectations and longer wait time are positively related to

achievement. While more'research is nceod on this issue, sore

studies suggest that white mate students, particularly high

achievers, are more likely to get adequate wait time than are

females and minorities. Students who are quiet and reserved or

who think more Slowly may get special benefit from increased wait

time. In fact a key benefit from extended wait tir.e is the

quality participation of students who were previously silent or

who never seemed to have much to say.
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PEDA00GICAL CYCLE WITH WAIT TIME

STRUCTURE

2UESTION.

* WAIT TIME I (INCREASED FRON I SECOND TO 3 TO 5 SECONDS)

RESPOND

* WAIT TIME 2 (INCREASED FROM I SECOND TO 3 TO 5 SECONDS)

REACT

Mast instructors are surprised when they learn how short a

pause students have in which to think. Those teachers have every

intention of remedying this problem. Easier said than done!

While wait time is an easy concept to understanci, it is difficult

to stop the bombing rate pace of interaction.

However when teachers put wait time I (pause 3 to 5 seconds

after asking a question) and wait time 2 (pause 3 to 5 seconds

after a student gives an answer) into effect, they see some remark-

able developments in the quantity and quality of student response.

This is particularly true for students who are shy and quiet or

who have trouble thinking quickly. While it may take patience to

increase wait time for all students, the improved quality in

intellectual exchange makes the wait worthwhile.



PEDAGOGICAL CYCLE: REACTION AND FEEDBACK

ST:UCTURC

QUESTION

RESPOND

REACT (FEEDBACK)

5ThS IL REMIDN
How does the typical instructor react to a student answer or

comment? Being logical professionals, we might anticipate that a

professor's reaction would be totally dependent on the quality of

the student answer. In our mind's eye, professors praise insight-

ful answers and critique or correct faulty responses. Yet

research indicates that this assumption, while logical, is not

accurate.

An analysis of teacher reactions reveals four types of

feedback used in the classroom:

1. Criticism - explicit indication that a response is

wrong. Criticism, constituting less than 5 percent of instructor

reactions, need not be punitive and harsh, but directly indicates

that a student comment is inaccurate.

2. Praise positive evaluation and reward for successful

accomplishment. Constitutes less than 10 percent of instructor's

feedback.

3. Remediation - corrective comment designed to improve a

student response. About a third of professor reactions are

remedial.
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4. Acceptance non evaluative reaction which simply

recognizes that a student has responded. Over 50 percent of

teacher reactions are acceptance.

--f40-X

Examples of Instructor Reactions:

Praise: Good, excellent, nice work, great, etc. (strong

emphasis and intonation can turn even neutral comments into

praise)

Accept: OK, uh-huh, fine, right, yes, (silence),

(paraphrasing/repeating student response)

Remediate: "Try this ... check your ... reread the

instructions ... examine the process you used ... recalculate

this aspect of the problem
ti (implicit, rather than explicit

criticism, coupled with direction for improvement)

Criticize: "Mo, that's not right, wrong, Incorrect, bad job.

post teacher reactions fail into a single category: accept-

ance. Fairly typical acceptance responses would include "0::",

"Uh-huh" or simple silence. These imprecise, non-specific, even

bland respones are characteristics of most elementary, st_ondary

and postsecondary classrooms, and represent one of the major

barriers to more effective teaching.

From grade school through graduate school, most teacher

feedback can be described as diffuse and imprecise, settine the

tone for an unstimulating, rather placid, classroom climate. This

problem is reported in a number of recent publications on American

education. Theodore Sizer, in Hprz.ceijs Cggiugmi5g, describes the

37
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classroom environment as "tranquil and bland." John Goodlad in

A PlaL2 QLL 5.12.0a wrItes about his observations this way:

The emotional tone is neither harsh and punitive nor warm

and joyful; It might be described most accurately as flat

[TJhe classes in our sample, at all levels, tended not

to be marked with exuberance, joy, laughter, abrasiveness,

praise and corrective support of individual student

performance, punitive teacher behavior, or high
34

interpersonal tension.

Classroom Dialogue 11 on pages xx offers soae fairly typieal

examples of this acceptance feedback. Teacher reactions to

student responses in that dialogue are summarized below:

OK

Yes

OK

Fine

All right

Hmm

Uh huh

Fine

Uh huh

33
Theodore Sizer, Lism.a.c.e1.5 .comDfsmi.5g: Ins pli2m110 Di lbg

Aogri.an Hiqh ichsni. Boston: Houghton rifflin, 1964.

34
John Goodlad, 6 Eiffce i1 5Lbs2D1, New York; McGraw

Hill, 1984, pp. 108, 112.
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All of these reactions fall into the acceptance category.

Research indicates that at the*College level, over half of the
35

instructorts reactions are simple acceptance. While there

certainly are appropriate times to use non evaluative reactions,

there are reasons to view this heavy reliance on acceptance as a

problem. Teacher effectiveness research indicates that specific

feedback is important for student achievement. Educational

researcher David Berliner writes

Substantial use of corrective feedback in the academic

areas, contingent praise for correct or proper behavior, and

the use of studentls ideas as a way of letti.ng students know
%.

that their contributions are valued, all show positive

relations to achievement and attitude . . Criticism, as a

form of feedback, if emotionally neutral, has been found to

be accepted by students, but it has long been recoonized

that sarcasm and personal attacks are negatively related to

achievement and should not be used as feedback for
36

inappropriate behavior.

John Goodiad says learning appears to be enhanced when

students understand what is expected of them, get recognition for

35
Dawn Thomas, "An Analysis of Sex Differences in

Teacher/Student interaction in Elementary/Secondary and
Postsecondary Mathematics/Science, Composition/Literature/
Lancuage Arts Classrooms," Doctoral Dissertation, American
University, 1983. See also, Myra Sadker and David Sadker, Final
Report, Project EFFECT (Effectiveness and Equity in College
Teaching), Uashington, D.C.: Fund for the improvement of Post-
secondary Education, 1985.

36
David Berliner, "The Half-Full Glas : A Review of rsesearch

on Teacting," p. 71.
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their work, learn quickly about their errors, and receive guidance
3"/

in improving their performances." Clearly the reliance on

acceptance responses does not provide students with the kind of

specific and helpful guidance related to effective teaching and

student achievement.

Precise instructor reactioo is relatively rare, and the dis-

tribution of teacher feedback is far from equitable. To begin

with, since approximately half of the students in a typical college

classroom are silent, non-participating students, naturally they
s.

neither receive nor benefit from teacher feedback. But for those

students who are participating, males are more likely than females

to receive precise teacher reactions. V:hether the teacher is

praising, criticizing or remediatinc, male students are more

likely to be the beneficiaries of these more valued and useful
38

classroom interactions.

1012E.2YLO flag ENJ.Q.CLICILD1 f.Y.Q1D: 51.U12$.1i25 J2Dsi 2125erY.2IIDD

The following section includes sucgestions for improving

each of the four stages of the pedagogical cycle as well as

observation techniques for assessing each stage. Since observing

37
John Goodlad, A fLocg .1.121) 5.01agl, p.

35
Dawn Thomas, "An Analysis of Sex Differences in Teacher/

Student Interaction in Elementary/Secondary and Postsecondary
Nathematics/Science, Composition/Literature/Language Arts Class-
rooms," Doctoral Dissertation, American University, 1983. See

also, David Sadker and Myra Sadker, Year 3 Final Report, Promot-
ing Effectiveness in Classroom instructic.n.
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one's own teaching presents some difficulties, several strategies

are suggested. Video or audio taping can be useful in recording

teaching for later analysis. Working with a colleague offers an

even less cumbersome way to observe and record classroom interact-

ion, and working in pairs facilitates instructional improvement

in two classrooms. Whatever technique is chosen, objective

observation is a key step in understanding, evaluating and improv-

ing instruction.

1. Write out your structure and make certain that it

includes all the key components (Motivationr objettives, etc.)%.

Practice using a written structure in class and compare the

results with classes you teach without such a written structure.

After you have completed your structure, ask your students to

paraphrase what you said. Have they clearly understood the

purposes, direction and examples? Are they motivated and

prepared to learn the material?

2. Write out and distribute the objectives for your lesson.

At the end of the class, determine if your students have achieved

these objectives.

3. Ask a colleague to observe and react to your structure.

Questions that the observer might address include:

Did the structure ... review prior learning?

(and substructures) provide complete objectives?

include a transition?

motivate siudents?

present clear direction?

41
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include relevant examples?

reflect the instructor's interest in

the content?

include clear explanations and examples?

4. A significant part of structure occurs before the pro-

fessor enters the classroom. Students choose seats because of a

number of reasons, and sometimes these reasons are detrimental to

effective instruction. Some students sit together because of

friendship, while others seek the far corners of the classroom to

avoid attention and interaction. Research indicates that race,

and sex may also be factors influencing seating fIreference.

Imbalanced seating assignments lead to imbalance in class-

room Interaction patterns. Studies indicate that students seat-

ing near the teacher are more likely to be involved in classroom

discussions then students seated further away. Students who

distance themselves from the instructors are effectively limiting

their role in the classroom and reducing their learning opportun-

ities.

Analyze your class seating patterns by drawing a seatina

chart indicating the race and/or sex of each student. Do you

detect patterns of segregation? If segregation does appear in

your classroom, you may want to be discuss this - or even to

assign seats. Some professors find it useful to explain the

purpose of the assignments and the need to promote not only

integrated learning, but an integrated society as well.

42
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2MESINVIU

I. Throuoh an audio or video recording or ?he participation

of an observor, record the distribution of questions. Also note

the classroom attendance (a seating chart reflecting the race and

sex of each student is an effective technique). Each time a ques-

tion is asked, record the student receiving the question. Compare

the distribution to the actual attendance in the classroom in

terms of:

a racial differences

b - males and females

c - areas of the room receiving unusually high or low number
%.

of questions

d - salient or silent students

2. Again using the techniques described above, record each

question asked in the class.

a - How many questions were asked?

b - What is the ratio of lower to higher order questions?

3. For each question asked, indicate whether the student

responding has voluntered the response or is being called on

without volunteering. Using a seatino chart, a simple "V" or "N"

could indicate each type of participation. Examine the relative

emphasis the instructor places on voluntary versus non-voluntary

participation.

a - Does the instructor depend on only one type of

participation?

b - Is there a difference by race or sex or seating in who

volunteers and who does not?
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c - Does reliance on voluntary responses result in an uneven

distribution of questions?

4. For each of the observations, a student (not in the

class) as well as a colleague can be taught to observe and record

these data. Using a teaching assistant, for example, can

considerably increase the opportunity for observations.

5. Data produced through these observations may suggest a

number of areas for improvement. For example, ,he data may

indicate the need for:

a - Developing more questions for use in the classroom.

(Perhaps writing out a number of questions trefore' the class might

assist this effort)

b - Preparing a greater number of higher order questions

c Distributing questions to students not involved in the

interaction with particular attention to any racial or gender

group omitted, as well as attention paid to geographic area:, in

the room left out of the interaction

d - Reducing reliance on students who volunteer and more

intentionally calling on different students for responses

e - Reducine the saliency cf some students while transform-

ing silent students into participating members of the class

Ef5EDND

1. Through mechancial recording or the participation of an

observor, determine the length of wait time 1 (after a question

is asked) and wait time 2 (after a student response is completed).

(Obviously, a digital watch or a second hand is required.) One

second or less could be recorded as a "1". The first wait time
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could be written as a numerator and wait time 2 as a denominator,

e.g. 1/1, 1/2 would indicate two questions with wait time I only

I second or less for both questions, and wait time 2 as one

second or less the first time, and 2 seconds during the second

question.

Simply listing the fractions representing wait times I and 2

provides interesting data for analysis.

a - How long is the typical wait time?

b - Is there a difference between wait time I and 2?

c - How often does wait time reach or exceed 3 seconds?

2. Rather than simply listing wait time occurances, a

seating chart could be constructed and each wait time fraction

could be written on the seating chart to correspond with the

student receivine the wait time. After the class, the distribu-

tion and length of wait times could be evaluated. The following

questions could be investigated:

a - Are certain gender or racial v-oups receiving longer or

shorter wait time?

- Do certain salient students receive longer wait time

than others?

c - What are the characteristics of students who receive

longer wait time?

3. Some instructors adopt self monitoring cues to slow down

the pace of interaction and increase wait time. For example, c-,n

instructor can ask a question, and with hands behind back, deli-

berately tap three seconds before calling on a student (wait time
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1) or before reacting (wait time 2). Other Instructors develop

similar physical reminders or behaviors to increase wait time.

4. One reason why wait time may be brief might be attri-

buted to a high rate of lower order questions. Wait time is most

appropriate when used with higher order questions which require

more thoUght before response or reaction. If the level of most

questions remains lower order, the instructor may want to return

to the previous stage of the pedagogical cycle and work on in-

creasing the level of questions. Wait time is far less effective

in a class dominated by lower order questions.

I. Each teacher reactioa can be recorded using the

categories Praise, Accept, Remediate, Criticize).

a. Does the use of acceptance constitute more than half of

all interactions?

b. What percentage of reactions are praise, remediate and

criticize? Are any of these three more precise reactions rarely

used or not used at all?

2. Using a seating chart, record who receives each category

of reaction (using P,A,R,C to denote each of the categories).

Analyze the seating chart to determine:

a. Who receives precise reactions? Is there a difference by

race or gender as to the likelihood of receiving precise react-

ions? is a particular area of the room more likely to be found

with precise reactions?

b. How can you characterize the students receiving praise?

criticism? remediation?
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3. Increasing wait time 2 should assist in developing more

precise reactions. With more silence after a student response,

instructors have the opportunity to evaluate the response and

provide precise feedback. Improvement of wait time in stage 3

should facilitate improvement of precise reactions In stage 4.

4. Assess the appropriateness of the reactions. Does a

quality answer receive praise? Does a weak or incorrect answer

receive criticism or remediation? Are instructors reactions

related to the quality of the answer?

5. Work on developing and increasing one precise interac-

tion at a time. Perhaps praise can be used initially. Make a
A.. a

consciencious effort to praise particularly good answers. Develop

a variety of praise words. After this is accomplished, branch

out to other precise interactions, developing a repetoire of

words for remediation and criticism.

6. Examine who is receiving and not receiving precise

reactions. Develop a plan to involve all students in classroom

Interaction and to increase the precise reactions given to all

students.

7. A higher frequency of acceptance may reflect an

unchallenging classroom environment. Questions associated with

"DV responses may be bland. More difficult and challenging

questions are more likely to result in praiseworthy student

responses, or responses which ;teed to be corrected or improved.

If the level of acceptance responses in a class Is high, the

level of questions in that class may be low.
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The story is told of a state legislator who upon hearing

that the typical teaching load at the state university was 12

hours, remarked, "Well, that seems to be a fair day's work."

What most people outside the university do not realize is that

time spent in the classroom is only part of a professor's teach-

ing duties, and teaching is only part of a professor's university

responsibilities. The phrase "publish or perish" (in times of

retrenchment, "publish 4110 perish") has alerted most people to

one of the pressures of life on campus. But other time demands,

such as the never ending array of committees, meetings and paper

work, are rarely appreciated by the public. In fact, a recent

survey of college professors reported that 66 percent indicated
39

their greatest concern was "havino too much to do." This self-

report was confirmed by Caplan and others (1980) who studied

twenty-three occupations and found that faculty members work the
40

most hours of any of the occupations examined.

Many demands on faculty time is just one of the concerns

expressed. Low salary, conflicts between teaching, service and

scholarship and the lack of administrative support were other

frequently cited areas of distress. But on the positive side of

the ledger, faculty members reported satisfaction with the oppor-

39
Kenneth Eble and Wilbert ticKeachie, Imprpxjna

1113/CEEDIIMAID EsImg4±1sn Ibrpu.gb L.uItx DDYD1D2MCDf (San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass) 1985, p. 165.

40
R.D. Caplan et al., J.0 PSOLOD11.5 IlDrtgr Y.0.01±b (Ann

Arbor: Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan),
1980.
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tunity to work in a learning environment, a sense of accomplish-

,

ment associated with their efforts, and a feeling of independence

in their jobs. llany of the concerns and satisfactions expressed

by faculty are potential building blocks for improving teaching

effectiveness. Today, these building blocks, rather than being

put to use, lay scattered and ignored.

On most campuses, teaching does not rank very high either in

terms of institutional resources or faculty interest. Referred

to as a "teaching load", instruction is often viewed more as a

burden than an opportunity. Faculty members are hired with more

attention paid to their scholarly activities than their teaching

skills. As William Arrowsmith noted, teaching is not a major or

even minor focus of "the pinched professionalism of the graduate

school."

The following recommendations are directed at institutions

as well as faculty members in an attempt to move teaching from

the periphery to center stage in higher education. This effort

will require organizational support and encouragement as well as

faculty commitment. The recommendations provided here are not

directed at reducing scholarly or professional activities beyond

the classroom. Rather, they are directed at improving teaching,

providing faculty with resources and rewards for teaching well

and providing students with as effective an education as possible.

In the 'iords of the recent Carnegie Report on Higher Education:

The joy of teaching, engaging the intellect of students,

and the satisfaction of participating in the building of an

institution of higher learning - these, too can and should

be a source of fulfillment as great as seeing one's name in
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print in the pages of a professional Journal or hearing the

applause of one's fellow scholars at a professional
41

meeting.

BeL2002.0S1IDJ1 5

Teaching should be valued as much as research, scholarly

activies, publications and grants.

Institutions should establish a procedure for assessing

teaching effectivness. Procedures might include student,

collegial and supervisory evaluation of teaching. Merit pay as

well as promotion and tenure decisions should be based in part
.414m

upon teaching effectiveness. Institutions which recognize

research and scholarship may want to award similar recognition for

excellence in teaching.

Faculty development and resources should focus on

instructional improvement.

Faculty development opportunities should become a regular

part of the postsecondary institution. While elementary and

secondary teachers are provided training befcre and during their

teaching careers, the current "sink-or-swim" philosophy which

characterizes most colleges and universities represents an aban-

donment of even minimal crpanizational responsibility for promot-

ing effective teaching. Organizatione. resources such as research

grants, travel funds and sabbatical leaves, while appropriate and

appreciated faculty development opportunities, fall far short of

what is needed to improve teaching. Focused efforts, such as

41
Ernest Boyer, Cglieaft Ito ihNier.graSIMLIe Eskimigligg In

bweaca (Hew York: Harper and Row), 1987.
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teaching clinics, Fri-class observations, teaching demonstrations

and actual practice with a variety of teaching skills and strate-

gies should be provided for faculty members. Such teaching clinics

and classroom observations could be made not only a part of orien-

talion for new faculty members, but as an opportunity for tenured

and senior instructors as well. Classroom teaching can be improved

most effectively when teaching is the direct focus of faculty

development, and not a indirect and secondary beneficiary of an

award of travels funds, a research development grant or a seminar.

Higher Education institutions may wish to institute

teaching grants.

Although research grants are fairly common on college

campuses, grants to improve teaching are less common. Such

grants could support release time for talented instructors to

work with their colleagues, time for faculty members to observe

different teaching styles or attend activities directly related

to instructional improvement. Such grants may also serve to

promote atternative teachinc styles and environments, approaches

which depart from the traditional and predictable lecture-discuss-

ion format of the typical college classroom.

Colleges and universities should disseminate information

concerning education research and teaching strategies on a

regular basis.

Although professors are usually well trained in their academic

disciplines, many know very little about the research on teaching

and learning. Educational research on teaching effectiveness,

innovative teaching programs and strategies for improvement should
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be shared with faculty members through publications, regular fac-

4
fib ulty meetings and special meetings devoted to improving teaching.

improving instruction on campus should be a cooperative,

long term effort.

Colege teaching will not be significantly increased through

a single activity. Substantive change will not occur if the effort

Is perceived as a short-term "fad". It will take institutional

resources and rewards over a number of years, combined with faculty

participation and commitment, to establish long term improvement

in teaching. A tong range program, staffed by appropriate per-

sonnel, will be required.

The faculty must also be directly involved in this effort,

for faculty ownership is critical to the success of such a program.

If faculty members participate in the creation and implementation

of such a program, it has a far greater change for success.
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